CHAPTER 4

Conclusion

From the result of data analysis, we understand that the relationship between Nathan and his father are complicated. Nathan as the major character in the novel ‘Half Bad’ get the bad intimidation from the council, they make his existence become restricted. He has father that become fugitive because of his murderer, but when Nathan search the truth he was also understood that the council more cruel than what he was expected. He searched his father in order to get his three gifts to saved his life and leave his longing. Nathan starts his life with some suffering and hoping, he gets suffering from the council and also a new hope from all of people in around him.

By using psychoanalysis theory by Freud and Moshman, we try to analyze internal and external factors that influence Nathan’s loyalty and integrity toward his father. We have found some factors that have important role in Nathan’s personality. The first factors is internal, it is come from inside and need some approach to understand it well. The second factors is external that come from the outside of Nathan but is extremely important to Nathan development in psychology.

There are four point internal factors that influence someone’s loyalty and integrity. The first point is strong heart that cover about intuition and moral, this is effective way to increase someone loyalty and integrity as the character of Nathan
in the novel. The second is good mentality, the important stuff to figure loyalty and integrity in oneself, without it someone won’t be able to hold out from any pressure and temptation. The third is high motivation, it makes someone can control themselves, out of problem easily because they always trust themselves. No one can stop someone that has high motivation like Nathan that never give up to loyal to his father. The last internal factors is impressive development psychology, it explains about how the psychology also able to be growth, Nathan success makes him become mature in psychology, because the boy that mature in psychology will has more durability toward a problem, and also has more balance to control his emotion.

All in all, Nathan success to growth in psychology, in every problems he always has someone that support his action, his environment become positive beside him. Nathan has the positive personality like honest, curious, confidence and brave. Those personality attract all of people who meet him feel sympathy and stand up for him. So, Nathan has those factors that influence his loyalty and integrity from inside and outside. He can uses it to finish his problem, he uses his loyalty to motivate himself to solve his problem and integrity to defense him out of people bad perspective that make his life harder than before.